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Abstract: This study focuses on capturing all process-based data transaction system for the highest level of
abstraction in  inbound  logistics  activities in SME environment. As a business process modelling tool
objective to  provide  better  understanding and analytical view of the system, Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) are
chosen due  to the specific features of depicting the information movement and a complete set of diagrams are
generated including the Context, Level 0 and Level 1 diagrams. The proposed DFDs for inbound logistics
system provide transitional views for the system which is not easily achievable merely through business
process modelling (BPM) at identification of data dependencies, system components and data bundle
specification details required for an object-oriented and module-based conceptual and logical data modelling
effort. As the results, all system components as well as all data repositories and data bundles to be used in
database blueprint design and messaging and notification system development are identified.
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INTRODUCTION the best approach and adopting the appropriate

Data resource is one significant element of logistics specifications of the system at different perspectives and
and essential to compete globally and successfully for periods of the system development are relatively
any organization [1]. An efficient Information System (IS) uncertain [10, 11]. Moreover, the combination of available
which is able to handle all data transactions for a dynamic methods to address the different perspectives of the
logistics system covering all activities and providing the system structure  and  behavior  is not only common but
best data delivery to the right person and at the right time in many complex  systems  is absolutely necessary [12].
is always seen crucial [2, 3]. Dealing with a great amount As an early business process modeling approach and
of data generated by all logistics activities including the process-oriented data flow modeling tool, Data flow
inbound, outbound and production logistics will highlight diagrams (DFD)s are to fulfill the gap between the
the significance of a cooperative modular Logistics analytical business process models and the data models
Information  Systems  (LIS)  at the supply chain level. providing a better understanding of data transactions and
This in turn will highlight the important key role of data flow  of  data  between the processes, units/actors and
modeling based on a careful logistics business process data stores. In fact, as an overlapped modeling tool, DFD
analysis  as  the backbone structure and initial input for is used as bridging between these two intertwined system
the LIS development [4-8]. There are different tools and modeling phases of data and business process in both
techniques as well as variety of methodology for structured   analysis   and  object-oriented  approaches
information system analysis and design covering the [11-13].
business process modeling to the data modeling The aim of this paper is to model the data transaction
requirements [9]. However, the decision upon choosing system of inbound logistics activities using Data Flow

methodology is always a difficult task since the
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Diagrams (DFD) addressing all domain higher level described that each modeling language covers different
activities such as Order, Procure, Auction and Purchase perspective of the system by defining the perspectives of
in inbound  logistics.  DFDs are chosen due to its business  process  modeling methods into three groups
process-oriented modeling capabilities of data of: (1) the object perspective (e.g. DFD), (2) the activity
transactions  in  detail  which  is considered as an perspective  (e.g.  IDEF0)   and (3) the role perspective
essential part for developing an information system (e.g. RAD). However, Fernandes et al. [12] proposal
through the Structured System Analysis and Design suggests that the structured methods providing a
(SSAD) methodology. Moreover, the DFDs are functional view of the system are also designated as the
considered as a less complex primary business process dynamic or  behavioral  of  the system. Similarly, the
modeling tool emphasizing more on the data object-oriented view is seen as the perspective that
dependencies and transactions. Furthermore, in unified focuses on the structure of the system, namely its data as
modeling language (UML), DFDs are seen as a useful tool one major component of the object-oriented analysis
for the identification of the classes in the object-oriented technique at the entity-relationship concept [16].
methodology. Eventually, as a part of larger effort on Originally DFDs have been employed as a business
conducting an extensive modeling for modular e-logistics process  modeling  tool for the data modeling purposes.
system, this paper represents the development of data In fact, the Structured Systems Analysis and Design as a
flow diagrams for inbound logistics system at the context system approach to analyze and design of information
and domain higher levels. Therefore, using DFDs as systems generally includes the coverage of process
bridging transitional useful tool for domain higher level of modeling with DFDs [17]. However, several studies have
business process representation will provide a better been carried out focusing on the combinations of the
analytical view for the system emphasizing on the data modeling tools and methods to cover all aspects of the
transactions which are essential in a module-based and system efficiently and among them the combinations
object-oriented data modeling development through any particularly with DFDs. Specifically, it seems that multiple
modeling tools such as in the UML. modeling methods may be required to produce an

integrated and complete view of a process [15]. Of such
MATERIALS AND METHODS examples  is  the  combination of  REA  ontology  with

Literature Review and Background: The decision on Moreover, similar to the Shen et al. [11] proposal of
choosing the type of language tools and techniques for integration of IDEF* and DFD as business process
business process and data modeling is an important modeling for enterprise information system analysis,
considering factor at system modeling methodologies Fernandes et al. [12] integrated proposal also suggested
[10]. Many researches has been attempted to categorize how the functional view and object-oriented can be
and classify these methodologies. The general system interplayed at refining the uses cases, detailing the
methodologies are basically classified into two domains system components  and transformation of the  DFDs
of structured modeling (e.g. SADT-structured analysis into class diagrams. Some similar ideas also proposed in
and design techniques, or SSADM) and object-oriented FOOM methodology for information system development
modeling (e.g. UML) in which the structured modeling by Shoval and Kabeli [18]. In fact, the structured methods
includes [11]: provide a functional view of a system, also designated as

Functional view: IDEF0, IDEF3 object-oriented view is seen as the perspective that
Information View: DFD, ERM, IDEF1, IDEF1x focuses  on  the  structure of the system, namely its data.
Organizational view: organizational chart In fact, it is commonly acknowledged that one major
Decision view: GRAI Grid, GRAI Net component  of  the  object-oriented analysis techniques
Economic view: ABC is based  on  the  entity-relationship  concepts  [16].
Dynamic modelling: IDEF2, Petri-nets, RAD There several other applications of DFDs in information

In fact, different modeling languages tend to implicate the importance and the key role of DFD
emphasize diverse aspects of processes, such as activity application at information system development process.
sequencing, resource allocation, communications, or Next the short overview of DFD origins, notations and
organizational responsibilities [14]. Luo et al. [15] also procedure are explained.

DFD [17].

dynamic or behavioral of the system. Identically, the

system can be found in literature review. These all
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Fig. 1: Overview of DFD Notations

Data Flow Diagram: In the late 1970s data flow diagrams The exploding processes on a DFD into sub-processes
were introduced for structured systems analysis and provide greater detail about data movement and
design [19]. DFDs present an overview of system inputs, transformation and normally it continues until there is a
processes and outputs by graphically depicting the flow low  enough  level  representing the  elementary
of data from external entities into the system, the flow of processes [21].
data from one process or transform to another and the
logical storage of data. A series of layered DFDs reveals MATERIALS AND METHODS
an increasing level of detail  and  can   be used to
represent and analyze detailed procedures within a To model an efficient inbound logistics system, the
system. Data  flow  diagrams notations are made up of literature findings  on business process modeling
four symbols including the Entity, Process, Data Store methods and tools particularly with DFDs as well as
and Data Flow. Entities or External Entities are outside specific SME case study data in the car component
agents that send data to the system (i.e. source of data) industry are used to identify all inbound activities and the
and receive data from the system (i.e. sink of data). modeling requirements. The case production system is
Processes transform the input received data to another identified  as  the  combination  of make-to-order and
form of data as output. Data flows represent the flow of make-to-stock. Moreover, the orders are taking place
data from one point to another. Data Stores indicate the either through regular customers or random. Purchased
repository of data where it can be stored or retrieved. are made generally  through  regular suppliers unless
There are two major well-known sets of notations are used made extensionally by bidders base on the quality
in DFD which comparatively has slightly difference standards, instructions and regulations. To analyze the
including the Gane and Sarson [19] and Yurdon and data transactions of the system, the business process
Demarco [20] notations which are illustrated at Fig. 1. modeling  with  BPMN  has been  initially  carried  out.

Generally, the development of a data flow diagram The necessity, modeling  requirement  and development
begins with a  context diagram that shows a single of the inbound logistics BPMs are discussed in another
process representing the system as well as external article by the authors which generate the overall analytical
entities and data flows to or from it. The next level, view of the system focusing on the processes and
referred to as the Level 0 provides a detailed depiction of sequential flows. Data flow diagrams using Gane and
the functional decomposition of the context diagram by Sarson notations style enhance the business process
depicting system processes. Each process on Level 0 can models’ understanding and readability and well as
be decomposed into a more detailed child diagram and capturing all data transactions generated through
these  are  generally referred to as Level 1 which can in activities in details. The development of modeling the data
turn be decomposed into Level 2 diagrams and so forth. transactions  using  DFDs  are   consists   of   the  context
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diagram,  Level  0  and   level   1   for   all  identified based on the main domain processes and associated data.
domain high level of inbound logistics processes. Next, for each domain processes identified at DFD level 0,
However, the detail procedures and specifications of another related DFD is generated which make up the
processes are not modeled for the lower levels due to whole DFD level 1 describing the processes in more
preserve  the  referential  features  and   applicability  of details.
the  research.  Based  on  the  developed  DFDs,  the
system  component  and  data   repositories  are Context  Diagram:  As  first  step  in  system  modeling,
specifically  identified  which  will  be  used  at  data the Context diagram represents the Actors interactions
modeling phases. with   the system   and   demonstrating   the   general

Inbound Logistics DFD Requirements: There are understand diagram. There are five External Entities
essentially three domains which make up the whole recognized for inbound logistics system at the Context
logistics systems. These systems can be originally as level including:
individual  or   as   developed    integrated  systems.
These main recognized systems include inbound logistics Customer: the Active External Entity initiating the
(i.e. ordering, procuring, purchasing, etc.) and outbound inbound logistics system to launch;
logistics as (i.e. shipping, warehousing, tracking, tracing, Supplier and Bidder: the Cooperative External
etc.) and production logistics including the whole Entities to the system helping to provide some
production system, quality system and inventory business process outputs and;
controlling system. Inbound logistics in particular Outbound   Logistics   and   Production   Logistics:
concentrates on the  inbound movement of material, parts the Passive External Entities to the inbound
and outsourcings and their  associated  data  through  the logistics  context  diagram.  However,  in an
generating or triggering business processes such as integrated   system     development     for   the
ordering, purchasing, procurements, confirmations and so logistics system they are considered as another
on. system  and  therefore  represented  as  another

Each  of  these  general  processes at inbound domain processes similar to the inbound logistics
logistics  engages  a  group  of  units  or  actors  and system.
triggers  sets  of  processes  to  execute  toward  reaching
the  goal   and   output   events   of   the   system   using The inbound logistics at the core is the main domain
and  generating  numbers  of  data  objects  and  artifacts. process to be decomposed in details at lower abstract
The  business  process  models  helps  to  capture  all levels.  Figure  2  illustrates  the  Context  diagram  for
these  data for analytical purposes while  DFDs  focuses inbound logistics system.
on  the  data  transaction  details  of  the  system  required
for information system development. The inbound Inbound Logistics DFD Level 0: The main process of
logistics  data  transaction  system  is  explained at Inbound   Logistics   at the  Context  diagram is
inbound logistics DFD development section through the decomposed at  the  DFD  Level  0  and  as  the
context diagram following the level 0 and level 1 DFD consequence   six   main   processes   are  identified.
diagrams. These processes including the Order, Procure, Auction,

Inbound Logistics DFD Development: To model the domain   highest-level   inbound   logistics   processes.
inbound  logistics   system   data  transactions,  the The main goal of DFD Level 0 is to address the existing
context  diagram  is  initially  created  based  on the data transactions among these processes and the
modeling  requirements  including  the  identifications  of associated Entities. It begins with the Customer Order as
the external entities and their relationships with the the main triggering input data for inbound logistics
inbound logistics system to provide the generic overview system to run in a make-to-order production system
of the system as a whole. Next, the system itself is situation. This bundle of data is received by the Order
decomposed into main domain processes  at the highest Process from the Customer and the Customer receives the
level generating the DFD level 0. At this level of abstract, Order Confirmation as the Order process output in
the main component of  the system can be  identified return.

inputs and outputs to or from it using an easy to

Purchase, Purchase Reception and Purchase QC are the
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Fig. 2: Inbound Logistics Context Diagram

There are  totally seven Data Stores identified at at Quality Dept. Based on the periodic purchasing
Level 0 labeled as “D” as Computerized and “M” as process evaluations, the associated resource provider
Manual. The Customer Master and Capacity Master Data either the Supplier or the Bidder profile is updated at D2
Stores provide Information for the Order processes to or D3. The Purchase Reception process at the Warehouse
work properly. The Inventory information and Quality is triggered upon  receiving  the  purchased resources
information from other back office system within the form the Suppliers or Bidders and Purchase Arrival
identified external entity of production logistics are also Notification is sent to the Purchase process at the Sales
received and required. The Customer Master, Supplier Dept. and Purchase QC at the Quality Dept. Based on the
Master and Bidder Master Data stores however, are Purchase Notification and Information inputs from
accessed for storing data through registration and Purchase Data Store and receiving the Purchase Arrival
updates by Order, Procure  and Auction processes Notification, the Purchase QC process is triggered. As
labeled as D1, D2 and D3 respectively. The QA Data Store the output of the process, the QC results will be sent back
of D4  provides  required Information for Purchase QC to the Purchase and Purchase Reception processes at
and Purchase Reception processes. Moreover, the OPC Sales Dept. and Warehouse respectively. Based on the
and QC Instructions Data Stores are other remaining two received QC Results at the Purchase process, the
Data Stores that provide Information for Purchase QC Purchase Data Store is updated and in case of QC
process. rejection,  the  Return Purchase Notification is  sent to

The RFP/RFI requisition is requested by Order the Purchase Reception process at the Warehouse and
process and received by the Procure process and as Purchase Failure notification is sent to the Procure
return output, the RFP/RFI Results are sent back to the process for process iterations. At the DFD Level 0, even
Order process. At the Order process and based on the though only the main input and output data as well as the
received information, the Purchase Order is sent to the main processes are introduced. Nonetheless, many
Purchase process to proceed for purchasing the required important  transactions and data bundles as well as
resources introducing the selected Supplier. It may be system component are identified. Next, the inbound
required to proceed for another requisition by sending it logistics data flows are precisely elaborated through
to the Auction process as an extension for Procure developing the DFD at Level 1 by decomposing the main
process in case of undesirable RFP/RFI Results received processes   which    was    highlighted    at    this    level.
from the Procure process. Fig 3 illustrates the Inbound Logistics DFD Level 0 as a

Purchase process is triggered on receiving the decomposing  result  of  the Context Diagram main
Purchase Order from the Order process. Purchasing is process. The new elements in this diagram as well as the
accomplished by sending the Order to the Suppliers or remaining  diagrams  modeled at the following  sections
Bidders. The Confirmations received by either and the are highlighted with blue color lines in contrast to the
Purchase Notification is sent to the Purchase QC process associated elements at the parent level.
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Fig. 3: Inbound Logistics DFD Level 0

Fig 4: Inbound Logistics DFD level 1 - Order

Inbound Logistics Dfd Level 1 Order: To respond to the abstraction of  all  identified processes could still be
received Customer Order, several processes are carried out to the lower levels but as keeping the
performed  at  the  decomposed Order process DFD referential feature of the study, the leveling is limited to
Level1 including the Place Work Order labeled as 1.1, Level 1 only. Figure 4 illustrates the Inbound Logistics
Order Requirement  as  1.2, Evaluate Suppliers Offers as DFD at Level 1 for the Order process. As is shown,
1.3 and Reproduction Requirement as 1.4. However, the process 1.1 receives Customer Order from the Customer
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and   uses   Information   from   the  Master  Data  Store.
It stores the process output at two Data Stores of
Customer Order labeled as D5 and Order labeled as D6 as
the New Record. The Process 1.1 is also responsible to
Register or Update  the D1 Data Store of Customer
Master  in  cases  such  as  dealing  with a new customer
or audits.

The order requirement and processing are basically
carried out at the Process 1.2. As is shown at Fig 4,
Inventory Information is received from Production
Logistics which is required at estimating the order
fulfillment results and serves here at providing a quick
response to the customer order. In case of stock-in-hand
availability the Ship Available Order notification is sent Fig. 5: Inbound Logistics DFD Level 1 – Procure
to the Outbound Logistics. Moreover, the Order
Response over decision on either accepting the received The Process 2.1 receives the initial RFP/RFI
customer order or not is issued to the Customer. requisitions from the Order process at Level 0 and
Furthermore, here is where the RFP/RFI requisitions are Information from Supplier Master Data Store. As the
sent to the Process 2 which is a process in an upper level process output, the Selected Supplier data is sent to the
(i.e. Level  0)  and  the RFP/RFI Results are received by Process 2.2  to  proceed  for the requisition and RFP/RFI
the Process1.3 for evaluations. The output as the is processed with the Supplier. New Data Store of Order
Evaluation Results is sent to the Process 1.2 (i.e. Order Fulfillment is identified and labeled as D9 which stores
Requirement)  to  proceed   for    further   operations. New  Records  as  another output  of  the  Process  2.2.
Based on all received inputs, the record Status at the The Response data generated by the Supplier is received
Order Data Store of D6 is updated accordingly as well as by Process 2.3 for evaluations and as the process output,
registering  the  New  Record  at  the Order Response the Evaluation Results is added to the related record at
Data Store of D7. D9. Eventually, the RFP/RFI Results is sent to the Order

In case of any reproduction requirements originating process for further decisions and operations.
at the production logistics systems, the Compensation In addition, in case of any purchase failure the
Order is sent to the Order process at Level 0 which is Procure process is repeated once the Purchase Failure
processed by Process 1.4 at Level 1 combined with notification is received by the Process 2.1 from Purchase
Inventory Information and Quality Information. As the Process at Level 0.
result output of Process 1.4, the Reproduction Details are
sent  to   the  Process   1.5.  Next,  the  compensation  or Purchase: Purchase process is decomposed into two
re-work order handling is carried out and as the result, a main processes at DFD Level 1 including the Place
New Record is registered at the Compensation/Rework Purchase Order and Analyze QC Results processes
Requests Data Store of D8 associating with Order Data labeled  as  4.1  and  4.2  respectively.  As  it  is  shown  at
Store and Customer Order Data Store related records. Fig 6, to respond to the received Purchase Order from

Procure and Auction: Basically, the system works on Order to Bidder or Supplier based on the received
supplier-basis and  through  the Procure process. information by Purchase Order. A New Record is
However, almost  similar business processes will be registered at the Purchase Data Store of D10 and upon
carried out by the Auction process once procuring the receiving the Confirmations from resource providers the
required resources cannot be fulfilled through the related record at D10 is updated with Purchase Response.
Suppliers and therefore, it is forced to be purchased As another output of Process 4.1 the Purchase Order
through Bidders. As is shown at Fig 5, the Procure Notification is issued to the Purchase QC at Level 0.
process at Level 0 is decomposed to three processes of The Purchase Arrival Notification is received by
Suppliers Evaluations, RFP/RFI Requisition and EFP/RFI Process 4.2 form the Warehouse through the Purchase
Evaluations processes labeled as 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 Reception process at Level 0. Later, the QC results are
respectively. also   received   by    Process   4.2   and   based   on  detail

Order process at Level 0, Process 4.1 is executed issuing
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Fig. 6: Inbound Logistics Level 1 – Purchase

Fig. 7: Inbound Logistics Level 1 – Purchase Reception

Information acquired through QC and Purchase QC Data Fig. 7 illustrates the DFD Level 1 for Purchased Reception.
Sores, the Purchase Data Store is updated accordingly As is shown, the bolded arrows demonstrating the
with QC Results. Based on the QC results, as an input physical object flow of Purchased Resources provide
data for Suppliers and Bidders evaluation process, the better  understanding  of  the  system  functionalities.
Bidders Master and Suppliers Master Data Stores are This flow stars from the Supplier or Bidder up to Store
updated. Moreover, in case of QC issues, the Purchase process at the Warehouse. However, in case of QC
Failure notification is sent to the Procure process at rejection, the Purchased Resources are returned back to
Level 0 for purchase compensating operations as well as the provider either Supplier or Bidder. The diagonal line at
issuing the Return Purchase Notification to the Purchase the left top corner of the external entities and the extra
Reception process at DFD Level 0. vertical line at the left side of the QA Data Store indicate

Purchase  Reception:  The Purchase Reception process through minimizing the overcrossing flow lines.
at DFD Level 0 is decomposed into four main processes Based  on the received Information from the
of Docking, QC Result Analysis, Store and Return Purchase and QA Data Stores, Docking operations is
Purchase  processes  labeled  as  6.1 to 6.4 respectively. carried  out   at   Process  6.1  and  the  Purchase  Arrival

Duplicated notation which are used to enhance readability
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Fig. 8: Inbound Logistics Level 1 – Purchase QC

Notification is sent to the Purchase QC and Purchase Next at Process 5.2, based on the received
processes at Level 0. As another output, the whole Information from D11 and QA and QC Instructions Data
process data is registered as a New Record at Docked Stores, the QC operations are carried out and the results
Data Store labeled as D13. are registered at the Purchase QC Data Store as New

Next, based on the received Information from QC and Records. Next, the QC results are issued to the Purchase
Purchase QC Data Stores and QC Results message from process at Level 0. Fig 8 illustrated the DFD Level 1 for
Purchase QC at Level 0, QC Analysis is carried out at Purchase QC process. As is shown, similarly the bolded
Process 6.2. As the consequence and as default, QC OK arrows indicate the object flow of the QC Samples
message is sent to the Process 6.3 and in an extension running form the Purchase Reception process up to QC
cases of QC rejection, the QC Rejected message is sent to Operations.
the Process 6.4 to  proceed   for returning the purchases
to providers. DISCUSSION

In QC OK condition, the storing operation is carried
out at Process 6.3 using the Information from the Order, Business Process Modeling (BPM) is the main
Customer Order, QA and Docked Data Stores and as the element in Business Process Management at
output the Stored Data Store labeled as D14 is updated implementation phase [22, 23]. As an activity to represent
with a New Record. In QC rejected condition in the other the processes of an enterprise, it is carried out basically at
hand, the Process 6.4 is executed only once the Return design, analysis and improvement phases of a system
Purchase Notification from the Purchase process at Level development. There are quite a few state-of-the-art
0 is also received. modeling tools in BPM including the BMPN, EPC, YAWL,

Purchase  QC:  The   Purchase  QC  process at DFD Level capturing processes, their sequential flows, functionality
0 is decomposed into two main processes of QC details and basically on what and how the processes are
Preparations  and  QC   Operations   labeled  as  5.1  and and function. DFDs in the other hand are historically
5.2 respectively in DFD Level 1. Based on the received created for business process modeling purposes.
Information from the Purchase, OPC and QA Data Stores However, due to emphasizing on the data and their
as well as Purchase notification from Purchase process transactions among the process, they are considered as
and Purchase Arrival Notification from Purchase a very useful tool in  identification of data entities and
Reception process at DFD Level 0, Process 5.1 is data flows specially at the highest level of business
executed. As the output of QC preparations, a New process abstract of the system which is required in data
Record is  registered  at  QC Data Store labeled as D11. modeling development.
QC Data Stores holds the records  based  on  the As the result, developed inbound logistics DFDs
determined  QC  stations  mentioned at OPC  documents provide useful input for different steps of data modeling
of for each Stations there might several QC operations process through the identification of system components,
been carried out and as of been registered at the another data objects and artifacts (i.e. repositories, documents,
Data Store. reports,  etc.), data flows and interface requirements  and

UML and IDEF0 among others focusing more on
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Table 1: Identified Data Transactions at Context Diagram Data Bundles s Messages or Notifications

Sent Received

-Order Confirmations -Customer Order
-Ship Available Order -Response
-Work Order -Confirmations
-Order Result -Compensation Order
-RFP/RFI
-Purchase Order
-Confirmations

Table 2: Identified Interfaces, Data Repositories and Messages or Notifications at DFD Level 0

Data Bundles as Message or Notification
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Interfaces Data Flows
------------------------------------------ Data Repositories --------------------------
Provided by Required for --------------------------------------------- Description From To

D1 1 D1 Customer Master RFP/RFI Requisitions 1 2,3
D2 2 D2 Supplier Master RFP/RFI Results 2, 3 1
D3 3 D3 Bidder Master Purchase Order 1 4
D4 5, 6 D4 QA Purchase Notification 4 5
M1 1 M1 Capacity Master Purchase Arrival Notification 6 4, 5
M2 5 M2 OPC QC Results 5 4, 6
M3 5 M3 QC Instructions Purchase Failure 4 2

Return Purchase Notification 4 6

Table 3: Identified Components, Interfaces, Data Repositories and Messages or Notification at DFD Level 1

Data Bundles as Message or Notification
-----------------------------------------------

Interfaces Data Flows
----------------------------------------  Data Repositories ---------------

Components Provided by Required for -------------------------------------------- Description From To

Order D1 1.1 D5 Customer Order Evaluation Results 1.3 1.2
M1 1.2 D6 Order Reproduction Details 1.4 1.5
D6 1.2 D7 Order Response
Inventory Info. 1.4 D8 Compensation or Rework Requests
Quality Info. 1.4

Procure D2 2.1 D9 Order Fulfillment Selected Suppliers 2.1 2.2

Auction D3 3.1 - - Selected Bidders 3.1 3.2

Purchase D11 4.2 D10 Purchase - - -
D12 4.2

Purchase QC M2 5.1 D11 QC - - -
D4 5.1, 5.2 D12 Purchase QC
D10 5.1
M3 5.2
D11 5.2

Purchase Reception D4 6.1, 6.3 D13 Docked QC OK 6.2 6.3
D10 6.1 D14 Stored QC Rejected 6.2 6.4
D11 6.2
D12 6.2
D5 6.3
D6 6.3
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data bundle properties at the messaging and notification in the highest levels including Context level, Level 0 and
system development. Table 1 summarizes the identified
data transactions at  context  diagram which are required
at the messaging system development.

Through abstraction into lower DFD levels, some
other data transactions are revealed. As it is shown in
Table 2, new identified data bundles are found for DFD
Level 0. The identified data objects and artifacts
summarized at the Data Repositories column will be
transformed either into the sub-oriented systems or as the
entities’ blueprint Database. In addition, the identification
of  system  interfaces  is achieved through highlighting
the association of the identified artifacts (i.e. data
repositories) at providing the information for dependent
data processes  through  first two Interfaces columns in
the Table 2.

Furthermore, the identified data processes at DFD
Level 0 are considered as the main system components
which the data relationships among them were described
at Table 2. These components including the Order,
Procure, Auction, Purchase, Purchase QC and Purchase
Reception are detailed with their associated data
transactions including the identified Data Repositories,
Interfaces and Data Bundles explained at Table 3.
Eventually, based on the functional characteristics and
properties of DFD components at Level 0 and all identified
data repositories within the DFD Level 0 and DFD Level
1, it is possible to classify the inbound logistics systems
into  four  generic  information   system  modules
including  Order,   Purchase,   Quality  and  Inventory.
This  module-based  classification  of  system
components  is  absolutely   useful   and  good  strategy
in an object-oriented data modeling effort. It provides a
given pool for  possible additive component identifiable
at  the   other   integrated   logistics   systems  domains
(i.e. outbound logistics, production logistics).

CONCLUSION

This  paper  focused on  data  transactions  system
for the highest levels of inbound logistics activities
including Ordering, Procurement and Purchasing
operations. As essential requirement for developing an
efficient module-based information system for inbound
logistics system at business process modeling phase,
data flow diagrams are used emphasizing on data
transactions of the system rather than processes
themselves. Bridging from sheer business process
modeling on capturing  the processes, sequences and
their functionalities to data modeling, Data flow  diagrams

Level 1 are modeled. The developed DFDs provide useful
input at identification of system components, messaging
system and interfaces at the conceptual and logical data
modeling steps for inbound logistics system. On this
effort, the literature review on system modeling through
or as combinations with the DFDs as well as several SME
case observations to capture the actual inbound logistics
business process at the highest level of abstraction were
studied. Inbound logistics DFD development was carried
out by explaining the context of the system through
Context diagram initially and is followed by DFD Level 0.
Each identified domain processes thereafter was
decomposed to generate the DFD Level 1. All diagrams
address the  identified  data transactions within the
system among processes and their associated external
entities. Based on the developed DFDs, all identified
elements required for conceptual and logical data
modeling were highlighted.
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